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About This Game

The 58th year of Shouwa, early summer.
It’s June, and the summer heat has arrived earlier than it does most years.

By day there are crickets, and by night there are cicadas.

We’re in Hinamizawa, a small village in the countryside.
There are fewer than two thousand people here. But every year, there is an event.

This event is a mysterious death.

On a certain day in June, someone dies, and someone else goes missing.
The series of deaths is connected to the upheaval surrounding the dam construction project.

A murder case that was covered up is being reenacted.
Is it a conspiracy? A coincidence? Or perhaps a curse?

Someone who was supposed to be there isn’t.
Someone who wasn’t supposed to be there is.

Someone who was alive last night is dead now.
And someone who is here right now isn’t alive.

So, there is no way to avert tragedy. There is no choice but to give up.
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But don’t give up.

Only you can stand up to this.
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An endless roguelike shooter similar to The Binding of Isaac but not as fun due to the slow painful gameplay & minimal
content.

Don't get me wrong I love retro games as much as the next guy who still plays his NES, but even this boring indie game isn't
even worth the 59 cents I pay for.. Really great fun. Maybe a bit too short.. This game will break on a dual monitor setup and
has nasty load times every time you alt tab out of it.

The gameplay itself is a mess with wide areas in which enemies will spawn randomly and pick fights with
NPCS. Even important ones like merchants will just run off into the wilderness chasing blindly after enemies, dying
somehwere in no mans land. This erratic NPC and enemy behaviour will turn into chaotic mass brawls whenever a quest
spawns opponents in a city. Not that it would become any better out in the wilderness, as the randomly spawning enemies
will make sure that even then every single encounter is a mess.

The one stand out gimmick that magic you learn affecting the stats and the looks of your character is a neat idea, but ultimately
pointless. The bonusses are sometimes utterly pointless-like having a reduced death penalty. In a game that has a hardcore mode.
Those changes also come coupled with heavy downsides that usually have a higher negative impact than any advantage you
might gain. Spells are on a global cooldown so you will usually see yourself spamming your standard attack spell over and over
again until your enemies keel over. I can not recommend going into melee comabt at any point.

TL;DR;

This game is a mess. Avoid it.. Really like this game. Feels a little like playing an episode of Deep Space 9 in a way.

Took me a few play throughs to get the hang of it. Just expect to die until your 3rd or 4th playthrough unless you're smarter than
me, which is hardly a high hurdle.. When I am measuring my junk I require a star ruler.. Good Game To Play When You Feel
Like Battling Against Nature To Save Scientists With Your Friends.. This game is a half-completed game.It needs more
modes,guns and skins.Some things (like the speed of your character speed) is not that well optimized.Its worth only if you get it
free or for 0.49$ or lower.

HALF GAME HALF PRIZE. Pretty buggy right now, crashed on the first play attempt in the middle of a game. There is no
back button in the menus so to get out of the MP section I had to restart the game. The grab and pull functionality to shoot is
really buggy. This game looks way fun, but I think it needs more development before I will recommend it.. This must be the
most innovative shooter I've played in years!. E.Wolf's -5

1. At first, the idea of a Civilization game on an alien planet seems exciting and unique. However, it soon becomes clear that
there is little challenge. Your technologies can make excellent use of any tile, even turning water tiles into farms. The barbarians
of this game are aliens on their home planet, but they are fairly weak and can even be befriended through policies.
2. The technology tree is a web instead of the partially linear tree Civilization is used to. This means you can easily skip most of
the technologies and just focus on the ones necessary for your victory type, which will come very quickly.
3. There are only eight civilizations to choose from. While these are entirely fictional instead of the historical civilizations
normally in a Civilization game, it simply is not enough to inspire many repeat playthroughs.
4. The lack of civilizations means border disputes are uncommon and unlikely to spark war. Most playthroughs are peaceful and
you can achieve victory before your borders are pressed against anyone else's borders.
5. The game has a darker appearance to it which strains the eyes. Even when I first got the game and was excited to explore it, I
could only play an hour before I had to stop because my eyes hurt. Games can be dark for the theme, but it is not properly done
in this game.
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Let's be honest. The only bad thing about this game is the poor optimization. It's more ressource intensive than some AAA titles.

This said, this game so far is a masterpiece of atmosphere, storytelling and horror. The school is probably one of the creepiest
places I've visited in a horror game, and slowly learning what happened there bluilt such a climate of tension and dread, it's
pretty amazing actually. I can't wait for chapter 2, this game is definitely worth every single penny.. Another perspective starts
out a little slow for my tastes but becomes tricker and tricker as you progress. I could see this potentially becoming a rage game
in my case but that isn't to say I wont enjoy it.

I find the notes and character endearing and found myself wanting to continue long after I finished recording my video.

I would say that if you enjoy puzzle games with a twist then it's certainly one to check out.

again my only complaint is the slow build up to the trickier puzzles. other than that. Thumbs up from me.

check out my quick look video on YouTube https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=H5b3aIUW4cU. This game is awesome
special when you a fan of the bud spencer and terence hill movies when i play it i feel like back in the 80' and a fantastic
soundtrack love this game is fun i love the option to play all the songs in the option under jukebox is on sale right now on steam
on 4-20 for 15.99 so get it before it get back on 19.99. a nice short story. not as good as 1nsane, but good. I loved Chime from
Zoe mode (OneBigGame Publisher). Spent hours with it, despite its small music library. Somehow it was weirdly satisfying to
watch a block go \u201cpuff\u201d to complete an enjoyable soundtrack. It put me into the flow with the music. Also the
\u201cstill alive\u201d soundtrack from portal was amazing. You\u2019re looking for a good music game, go by Chime\u2026

\u2026skip on Chime Sharp though. The biggest issue is the music selection. There is no workshop resp. no possibility to add
own soundtracks (although that is probably due to copyright laws). However they got\u2026 well how do I put it\u2026 I want to
rip my ears off on some tracks. There are certainly people liking it, but I strongly recommend to first check the play list. I
should have and you can do it here. http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/326520\/discussions\/0\/359543951714333829\/

Now some minor flaws.
- 3D is not necessary and in my case I don\u2019t like it. The slight tilt of the grid upwards makes the block placing a bit
wonky. That is a huge issue in a speed game. Switched to keyboard, but placing is only possible with the mouse and key-binding
can\u2019t be configured (or at least I didn\u2019t find this feature). For me important because using a CH keyboard the Y and
Z key are across the Atlantic from the X for my small hands.
- Also please remove the track unlock. It is ok to have challenges, but I want to play the tracks I like and not force myself
through some ugly chaotic assemblies of noises.
- What\u2019s that google analytics part? It states in the configuration \u201cOpt Out of Google Analytics\u201d with the drop
down option \u201cIn\u201d and \u201cOut\u201d. Now wait!!??? Do I select In to Opt In for the Opt Out or Out to reconfirm
the Opt Out? Wahhh??? Language ambiguity. I\u2019m not native English, but I\u2019m pretty sure I\u2019m not the only one
left confused.

Overall not enjoyable. I could only take halve an hour of it. I might reconsider buying it after some major updates, but until then
I unfortunately can\u2019t recommend it.. I have to say I really enjoyed this game, I loved this kind of TV program and this
game really captuered that, I wish they made it so we could add our own shops and items as self created DLC's this would make
the game bloody epic and also live on for years to come.

The game is a normal hidden object game in the background but with the added fun of buying junk and selling it.

I will play this again.. I have played all of the Nascar games and this one is the best yet. Can it still be improved? Of course but
show me software that doesn't though. Great guys and keep up the good work. Much better than last years version.

Tsumihoroboshi Coming Soon!:

Tsumihoroboshi will be released on June 14th, 2018!. Tsumihoroboshi On Sale Now!:

Order Tsumihoroboshi now and get 10% off during launch week!!. Himatsubushi is now available!:
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Hello, everyone!

Thank you all very much for your patience. We're pleased to announce the fourth installment of Higurashi When They Cry Hou,
Himatsubushi, is now available here on Steam!

This is the last chapter in the Question Arcs, the final suspicion raised before the answers begin to fall in place, so don't miss
this piece of the puzzle!

Like previous chapters, enjoy a variety of achievements, trading cards, and more!

Don't forget to check out our 07th Expansion page: http://www.mangagamer.org/07thExpansion/
Question Arcs bundle: http://store.steampowered.com/bundle/709/

Help spread the word on twitter with #Higurashi and introduce new fans to this remastered version of such a great series from
07th Expansion!. BGM & SFX update:
07th Expansion has decided to re-record all the Higurashi BGM and sound effects in the series so customers will be able to
enjoy a fresh new track in modern quality. The game will auto-update itself with the new upgrade.. Meakashi Coming Soon!:

Meakashii will be released on April 28th, 2017!. Celebrate Halloween Early Early With Murder Mystery!:

We're celebrating Halloween early today with our Steam release of the adult murder-mystery, Kara no Shojo!

Set in 1950s post-war Japan, you take on the role of private eye Tokisaka to aid the police in uncovering and catching a serial
murderer that is targeting young women and leaving their remains styled after the sinners in Dante's Inferno.

Examine the crime scenes yourself for clues, try to track down and interrogate witnesses for leads, and do you best to piece
together the mystery before this killer targets someone close to you!

Can you catch the killer in time?! Find out today!

If you have difficulty finding the store page, remember to update your Steam settings to allow the display of adult products.. 
Answer Arcs Now Available on Steam and Release Date For Golden Fantasia!:
The final four chapters of Umineko: When They Cry are now available on Steam! 
http://store.steampowered.com/app/639490/Umineko_When_They_Cry__Answer_Arcs/
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And we also have a release date for Umineko: Golden Fantasia!

Drawing from the highly-acclaimed visual novel, this 2D tag-team fighting game features 19 different characters from the series
that can be paired to create a wide variety of different match-ups! Combine meta world abilities and fighting styles between
partners to create your best tag-team for crushing the competition! Change-up your tag-outs to control the flow the
battle--whether pressing an attack, halting a rushdown, escaping from potential stun or guard break, or to recover chip
damage--timing your tag is an important key to victory!

Featuring both story mode and multiplayer, competitive play, Golden Fantasia will be coming to Steam on December 8th!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/550340/Umineko_Golden_Fantasia. Meakashi On Sale Now!:

Higurashi When They Cry Hou - Ch. 5 Meakashi is now available!. Himatsubushi Coming Soon!:

Himatsubushi will be released on October 7th, 2016!
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